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Abstract. The National Research Grid Initiative (NAREGI) program is trying 
to develop NAREGI-PSE, which is a part of the NAREGI middleware. It 
provides services for deploying and executing large scale scientific computer 
simulation software on a grid’s distributed and heterogeneous computer 
system. NAREGI-PSE has a PSE server that handles the applications residing 
on the distributed computers, and co-shares the application know-how, such as 
the source codes shared by the research community. This PSE server consists 
of an application pool and four PSE services.  Users access the distributed 
computers through the NAREGI portal and the NAREGI application 
environment, which includes the NAREGI-PSE.  The PSE server’s main 
purposes are: (1) simple and easy execution of a user’s application program in 
the grid environment, (2) simple and easy deployment of a user’s program 
onto the distributed computer environment, (3) simple and easy software plug-
in system into the application pool in the PSE server for software-reuse, and 
(4) application archive for a co-sharing application and it’s know-how among 
the research communities, which is achieved by grid virtual organization 
(VO). NAREGI middleware is designed and developed based on grid services 
according to OGSA/WSRF frameworks. 

1 Introduction 

Using network connections spread out over a wide area, the large-scale grid 
project to integrate high performance computer resources that will be geographically 
dispersed is promoted in many countries. For example, TeraGrid in the United States 
integrates resources including more than 102 teraflops of computing capability and 
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more than 15 petabytes of online and archived data storage [1]. In Japan, the 
NAREGI program was instituted to research and develop high-performance, scalable 
grid middleware for a nationwide grid environment for scientific research. 

In a large-scale grid environment, it is quite difficult for users to know the 
detailed specifications of a distributed computer system they can use. Most grid users 
will not write programs. Instead, they will use grid-enabled applications that make 
use of grid resources. These applications may be widely distributed general purpose 
software or applications that are used only in specific fields. In advanced scientific 
research, the latter is very important. Such applications are probably developed by 
small groups of researchers, and most researchers only use it on the grid resources. 

We had to address the need for application developers and users in the field of 
advanced science research. Application users want to use applications with minimum 
knowledge of the applications and grid environment. Therefore, application 
developers should prepare information for the applications prior to release. 
NAREGI-PSE focuses on the functions to share applications, to deploy applications 
onto the grid, and to compose workflows using shared applications. 

NAREGI-PSE consists of the following subcomponents: 1) a retriever and the 
application information setup, 2) the application and application information 
registration, 3) the  compilation, test run, and comparison of the outputs with the 
desired results in the register phase in order to check if the program can be correctly 
run on the target computer systems, 4) an application search component to find the 
required programs from the application pool, 5) the application deployment, 6) the 
application and workflow search and registration in the application pool, and 7) a 
search for the appropriate computers based on the application information that is 
retrieved.  This article at first briefly focuses on the NAREGI program itself, but 
later mostly on the NAREGI-PSE activities, including the design concepts, 
configuration, functions, and user scenario. 

2 NAREGI Program 

 The NAREGI project is a five-year project that was instituted in fiscal 2003 in 
Japan. In 2006, the NAREGI project restarted as a new five-year project called the 
“NAREGI program” under the Development and Application of Advanced High-
performance Supercomputer Project initiated by the Ministry of Education, Culture, 
Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT). NAREGI aims to research and develop 
high–performance, scalable grid middleware for the national scientific computational 
infrastructure. Such middleware will help facilitate computing centers within Japan 
as well as worldwide in constructing a large-scale scientific “research grid” for all 
areas of science and engineering, to construct a “National Research Grid” [2][3]. 

As a representative application area, NAREGI has adopted nanoscience, and 
large-scale nanoscience simulations have been performed. We assume that the future 
computational environment for scientific research will have a computational scale 
well beyond 100 teraflops and tens of thousands of users online. As such, the grid-
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enabled nanoscience applications associated with NAREGI will serve as the 
hallmarks of the project to evaluate the effectiveness of the grid middleware that we 
will develop. The experimental deployment of these applications will be significant 
in terms of the scale of the computational requirements. It will also provide a virtual 
distributed computing environment with a large number of users in nanoscience and 
nanotechnology, and from the areas of academia as well as industry.  

The middleware R&D work is being conducted at the newly established Center 
for Grid Research and Development, hosted by the National Institute of Informatics 
(NII) in Tokyo, Japan. The grid-enabled nanoscience application work is under the 
auspices of the Center for Applications Research and Development, hosted by the 
Institute for Molecular Science (IMS) in Okazaki, Japan. These two centers are 
collaborating to establish and operate a dedicated NAREGI test bed with Japan’s 
SuperSINET as the underlying network infrastructure. The test bed will facilitate 
nearly 18 teraflops of computing power distributed over nearly 3000 processors. 
Both the developed grid middleware and the grid-enabled nanoscience applications 
will be under scrutiny and expected to achieve a performance over a predetermined 
scale, as well as serving to test the stability and manageability of future grids hosted 
by the two centers and utilized by various application domains.  

3 NAREGI middleware framework 

The grid middleware R&D work consists of six research and development groups, 
as shown in Figure 1, which are referred to as “Work Packages” (WPs). WP-1 
focuses on the lower- and middle-tier middleware for resource management, such as 
a Super Scheduler, GridVM (providing local resource controllers), and information 
services on the grid. WP-2 covers the basic parallel programming tools for the grid, 
mainly consisting of two key middleware pieces, GridRPC (for task-parallel 
applications) and GridMPI (for data-parallel applications). WP-3 works on the grid 
tools for end users, including the grid workflow, the problem solving environment 
(GridPSE), and the grid visualization tools. WP-4 deals with the data grid for the 
federation of databases spread worldwide on the grid environment, while WP-5 
investigates networking, security, and user management issues for high-performance 
grid infrastructures, such as real-time traffic measurements, QoS provisioning, and 
optimal routing for VOs and robust file and data transfer protocols. Finally, WP-6 
acts as a liaison with the Center for Applications Research and Development, 
developing application-specific middleware components in order to grid-enable 
large-scale nanoscience applications, including those that require the coupling of 
multiple applications on the grid.  

3.1 Lower- and middle-tier middleware (WP-1) 

The requirements for a scheduler that can handle the widely distributed 
computing resources of a grid environment include a high level of scalability, fault 
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tolerance, and collaborative scheduling functions coordinating between multiple 
sites. This area of research and development covers such components as a “Super 
Scheduler”, which can manage all scheduling over a wide area, a broker that can 
secure the computational resources meeting the user requirements, such as the 
number of CPUs, urgency, and cost, a scheduler for the cluster environment, 
middleware for computational resources, networks, and grids, and tools for 
monitoring information and managing system configurations for the various 
applications [4]. 

1) Super Scheduler: This is a meta-scheduling system for the large-scale control 
and management of a wide variety of resources shared by different organizations in 
the grid environment. The system will be aimed primarily at identifying resources 
that can meet requests from batch job users and allocate these resources to specific 
jobs. 

2) GridVM (local resource controllers): This is a new grid middleware that deploys 
a virtual layer of computing resources in the grid environment and facilitates 
resource utilization, resource protection, and fault tolerance. 

3) Information services: A secure, scalable resource information management 
service will be established for the purpose of running a large-scale, multi-discipline 
grid computing environment. 
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Fig. 1. NAREGI grid middleware stack  

3.3 Grid programming environment (WP-3) 

For this grid environment to be widely accepted by researchers, who are the end 
users, the grid software environment must be easy for them to use. To this end, 
research and development will be conducted in areas, such as the design of a 
workflow description language for controlling jobs on the grid, grid workflow tools 
for executing jobs in cooperation with the resource management mechanism, 
software tools for visualizing massive computational results distributed over the grid 
remotely with a light network load, and GridPSE to act as a software environment 
that can easily enable the execution, linkage, and coordination of the applications, 
computational modules, data, and other resources used by researchers over a wide 
area. 
1) Grid workflow: A visual tool for seamlessly preparing, submitting, and querying 

distributed jobs running on remote computing resources. It explicitly handles 
programs and data, and is independent of the specific Grid middleware. Complex 
workflow descriptions, such as loops and conditional branches, are supported for 
nanoscience applications. Graphically described workflow jobs are converted to an 
enhanced workflow language based on Grid Services Flow Language (GSFL), which 
may be a common interface with other systems such as the PSE. 
2) GridPSE: A Problem Solving Environment (PSE) for a scientific grid that 

facilitates the development and execution of application programs in nanoscience 
technology applications and other areas, without detailed computer-related 
knowledge or skills on the grid from the user's side. NAREGI-PSE is the software 
product name of this sub-project and the details for it are described in Section 4.  
3) Grid visualization: A real-time, post-processing visualization system for 

nanosimulation, capable of reducing network loads that may interfere with smooth 
visualization, through flexible distribution of visualization tasks in the grid 
environment. This system is also characterized by having functions for large-scale 
parallel visualization, visualization for coupled simulation, and collaboration. 

3.4 Data Grid environment (WP-4) 

The research subjects are data grid fundamental technology, search control 
technology for a database federation, and metadata-based information integration for 
heterogeneous data resources. These technologies are under research and 
development for the federation of numerous databases spread throughout the Internet 
on the grid environment. The technologies include the Data Grid fundamental 
technology for managing and querying data resources using the WSRF-based OGSA 
infrastructure, search control technology (preventing combinatorial explosions 
caused by searching across many databases), and information integration technology 
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with metadata that mediates heterogeneous data resources. Their developments are 
carried out in cooperation with the other grid environment. 

3.5 High-performance and secure grid networking (WP-5) 

This section discusses the research and development of high-performance and 
secure grid networking in the NAREGI project. In the last decade, network 
infrastructures have become a very complicated combination of different sub-
infrastructures, with wide ranges of throughput, delay, error rate, and jitter supported 
by different technologies, such as Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS), 
differentiated services (diffserv), and optical networking. Because of the nature of 
distributed computing, the performance of grid computing may be considerably 
degraded by certain conditions of underlying networks, such as poor bandwidth, long 
delay, or temporal failures. Thus, we should be aware of the network resources as 
well as the computing resources [5]. The goal of the project’s high-performance and 
secure grid networking subgroup is to develop a reliable, easy-to-use, high–
performance, secure networking infrastructure for grid computing by taking into 
consideration the requirements of various applications; that is, the goal is to develop 
a high-performance “managed network”. For this purpose, we have set up the 
following three subgroups: 

1)  Network function infrastructure: In developing high-performance networks, 
over-provisioning and strict static reservation of the network resources are potential 
solutions, but neither are scalable nor cost-effective. Therefore, our goal for the 
network function infrastructure is to develop a system of measurement, management, 
and control for adaptively using and assigning network resources in order to avoid 
resource conflicts and cost-effectively maintain the network quality for grid 
computing.  

2). Communication protocol infrastructure: The currently deployed version of TCP 
cannot detect network congestion until a packet loss occurs, so that many packets 
will be discarded. As either the network bandwidth or the router buffer size increases, 
the number of lost packets grows, significantly degrading the TCP throughput. 
Therefore, our goal for the communication protocol infrastructure is to develop a 
communication protocol optimized for grid computing and a method of evaluating 
the network performance. 

3). Grid security infrastructure: Security problems in grid computing may occur in 
accessing the distributed resources over the network. Our goals for the grid security 
infrastructure are to develop a security model for grid computing based on PKI and 
to implement authentication and VO management across multiple organizations [6]. 

3.6 Grid-Enabled Nano Applications (WP-6) 

WP6 is developing application-specific middleware components to grid-enable 
large-scale nanoscience applications, including those that require coupling of 
multiple applications on the grid. One example of such applications is multi-scale 
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simulation, where each application component utilizes different mathematical and 
physical modeling approaches and cooperates on spatially or temporally different 
calculations. To advance such multi-scale applications, and more generally, multiple 
applications, users have wasted a lot of effort in developing custom codes and 
decomposing original codes for semantic-level communication between 
heterogeneous scientific application components. 

3.7 Services Architecture of NAREGI Middleware  

NAREGI middleware is designed and developed based on OGSA/WSRF. WSRF is 
a messaging model and provides the ability to model state-full resources in a 
framework of web services. WSRF defines the conventions for managing “state”, so 
that applications can reliably share dynamically changing information. Major 
NAREGI middleware components are developed as grid services using GT4 [7] 
based on WSRF. The NAREGI middleware services architecture is shown in Figure 
2. Each component works as an independent service and communicates with the 
others according to the grid service access protocol. 

The top layer is the services for the end user, and this layer is usually provided as a 
portal for corresponding to the research community realized by VO. The second 
layer is the gateway services, and this layer provides several services building 
science gateway in TeraGrid. The third layer is the core grid services, and this layer 
provides core grid services, such as resource management, security services, and data 
services. The fourth and fifth layers are the physical resource infrastructure, which 
includes the network resources. NAREGI-PSE tightly co-works with workflow 
services and other layer services, such as information service and Super Scheduler, 
and is located in the gateway services layer.     
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Fig. 2.  NAREGI middleware service architecture  

 
The workflow services are a visual tool for seamlessly preparing and submitting 

distributed jobs running on remote computing resources. It handles programs and 
data explicitly, and is independent of the specific Grid middleware. Complex 
workflow descriptions, such as loops and conditional branches, are supported for 
nanoscience applications. Graphically described workflow jobs are converted to an 
enhanced workflow language based on a workflow modeling language (WFML), 
which is a common interface with other systems, such as the PSE. The user imports 
the application information from an application contents service (ACS) in NAREGI-
PSE and builds the application scenario using that application information on the 
workflow graphical user interface (GUI). 

The information service contains various kinds of information; CPU, memory, 
OS, job queue, account, usage record, etc. These contents are aggregated and 
hierarchically accumulated in relational databases. A common information model 
(CIM) based schema is used to describe the resources in the computing grid [8]. The 
access control information for the applications in VO is supplied by the information 
service.  

The Super Scheduler is a scheduling system for large-scale control and 
management of a wide variety of resources shared by different organizations in the 
grid environment. The system will be aimed primarily at identifying resources that 
can meet requests from batch job users and allocating these resources to specific jobs.  

4 NAREGI-PSE 
 
NAREGI-PSE is a part of the results of a grid application environment (WP3) 

group activity. NAREGI-PSE facilitates the deployment and execution of application 
programs in nanoscience technology applications and other areas, without detailed 
computer-related knowledge or skills for the grid on the user's side. [9-18] 

4.1 NAREGI-PSE Design Concept 

The design and development concepts of NAREGI-PSE are as follows:  
 (1) Provide a framework to distributed users’ applications on a grid  

• Users can register, deploy, and retrieve applications by using NAREGI-
PSE for real-time collaborations. 

• Application developers distribute and share their applications with 
research community members. 

• Application users find it easy to use the latest research applications 
without a compilation or test run. 

(2) Focus on a legacy application 
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• Deploy application binaries for specific target machines. 
• Compile source programs, if needed. 

(3) Design and development policy 
• Simple and easy execution of users’ application programs on distributed 

computers. 
• Simple and easy deployment of users’ programs onto the distributed 

computer environment. 
• Simple and easy software plug-in into the application pool in the PSE 

server to provide a software-reuse environment. In this mechanism the 
PSE server supports users to reuse previous software for their own 
purposes. 

• A problem solving scenario written by the workflow stored in the 
application pool in the same way as for a single application. End users 
easily reuse the stored workflows developed by themselves or by others 
for a new problem solving scenario. 

4.2 NAREGI-PSE Configuration 

The configuration of NAREGI-PSE is shown in Figure 3. NAREGI-PSE serves 
four WSRF-based grid services and a client GUI. 

 
Fig. 3. NAREGI-PSE System Configuration  
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The NAREGI-PSE client GUI delivers a user interface to users, who work on 
distributed computer systems. The deployment service provides the function where 
they can transfer files of an application to remote computing resources, and execute a 
“post-procedure” to configure and/or examine a deployment. The compilation 
service provides the service that transfers the source files of an application to remote 
computing resources, and executes a script compilation, then collects and stores the 
binary files to ACS if the script compilation succeeds.  

The application pool is implemented by using the application repository (AR) 
interface and application archive (AA) format from the ACS specifications. In 
addition, the application information utilizes OGSA-DAI and PostgreSQL. 

4.3 Application pool 

The application pool consists of two databases, the application information 
database and the ACS database as shown Figure 4. The application information 
database contains the meta-information related to the application, including the 
resource requirements (JSDL), and the ACS database contains the application 
entities, including the source codes.  

 

 
Fig. 4. Structure of Application Pool 

 
(1) Application Contents Service (ACS) 

ACS is a set of requirements and specifications that is being worked on by the 
Application Contents Service Working Group (ACS-WG) [19] within the Global 
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focusing on Grid technologies. The ACS specification documents define a 
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standardized way to manage and handle a grid application as a deployable logical 
unit, so as to maintain consistency, reduce management overhead, and enable 
automation throughout the lifetime of an application.  

The ACS architecture is described as follows. The ACS provides a repository for 
grid applications. The application producer creates application archive (AA) 
instances accompanied with the meta-information describing the contents. The AA is 
a logical bundle of files that is used for provisioning and executing a task in a Grid 
system. Such information may include, but is not limited to, the application 
executable code, configuration data necessary for initial deployment of the 
application, and the deployment descriptor documents. 

An AA consists of an Application Archive Descriptor (AAD) and zero or more 
application contents. The ACS repository will parse and make use of the AAD. The 
AAD may contain information, such as the identification, access constraint policy, 
and information associated with the structure, of the AA contents. In order to achieve 
application contents retrieval, the ACS repository needs to know the meta-
information of the application content files, such as the names and types of the files. 
They should be provided by the Application Provider and be included in the AAD. 

(2) Application Archive  
The Application Archive of a single application contains the following materials:  

• Source files (optional) 
• An executable file (required, but it may be generated by a compilation 

procedure.) 
• A compilation procedure (optional) 
• A deployment procedure (required) 
• Files required for executing the application (optional) 

An application stored in the Application Repository will be a part of a complex 
application, using the grid workflow. A workflow consists of some applications that 
can be registered in NAREGI-PSE, too. The Application Archive of a workflow 
contains a workflow file described in WSML. The resource requirements of 
applications in NAREGI-PSE are described based on the Job Submission 
Description Language (JSDL). The application with a different resource requirement 
is stored as another application archive, as shown in Figure 5. 
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Fig. 5. Structure of Application Archives 

4.4 Compilation and Deployment Services 

The following two services are the key services in NAREGI-PSE.  
(1) The compilation service 
The compilation service provides the remote compilation function, according to 

the following procedures. 
• Retrieve and select an application to compile. 
• Display the candidate set of the computing resources from the resource 

requirements of the application. 
• Select (a) computing resource(s) for the compilation. 
• Transfer files to the selected computing resources and execute the 

compilation. 
• If the compilation succeeds, the resulting files are stored in the 

application repository. 
(2) The deployment service 
The deployment service provides the deployment function, according to the 

following procedures. 
• Retrieve and select a application to deploy. 
• Display the candidate set of computing resources from the resource 

requirement of the application. 
• Select (a) computing resource(s) for the deployment. 
• Transfer files to the selected computing resources and execute the “post-

procedure” 
• If the post-procedure succeeds, the deployment information is stored in 

NAREGI-information service (NAREGI-IS). 

4.5 NAREGI-PSE Using Scenario 

NAREGI-PSE assumes two types of users, one is the application developer and 
the other is the application user. The application user just uses applications that were 
developed by other researchers or by his/herself. 

 
(1) Application developer 
In Figure 6, an application developer registers his/her application with the PSE 

server and tells that the application deploys to the execution server. This information 
is put into NAREGI-IS. Developed applications are deployed and registered to the 
application pool in the following way.  
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Fig. 6. NAREGI-PSE Usage Scenario (I) 
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requirements for the application deployment. 

o The PSE transfers the executables in the application pool to the 
selected servers. 
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• PSE registers information on the deployed servers to the information 
service 
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Figure 7 shows the application user executing the registered application in 
NAREGI-PSE. The application executing processes are as follows.  

• Application Retrieval: 
o Retrieve the application using GUI 
o Import the information from the selected application (system 

requirements - JSDL, etc.) from the application pool to make a 
workflow icon of the Grid Workflow 

• Execution: 
o Compose a workflow job from the registered workflow icon. 
o The PSE submits a job to the Super Scheduler. 
o The Super Scheduler dispatches the resources referring the 

resource information provided by Information Service. 

 
 

Fig. 7. NAREGI-PSE Usage Scenario (II) 
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preliminary results, including GridRPC, GridMPI, and NAREGI-Certification 
Authority (NAREGI-CA). NAREGI-PSE also has developed a beta version and 
delivered it to IMS and several other user sites. The role and viability of PSE in the 
distributed computer system have been demonstrated. The PSE server provides a 
smooth and flexible environment in the HPC on distributed computers, and 
encapsulates the complex information of distributed systems, so that on the PSE 
server users can perform HPC as if distributed computers are under the users’ hands. 
The PSE server may open a new environment for the HPC world. 

 Finally, we regard Grid as one of the fundamental technologies of the IT 
infrastructure in the 21st century, and expect that the results of the NAREGI program 
will greatly advance research and development in the scientific fields, improve 
Japan’s international competitiveness, and have a major economic impact. 
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